To stick things together use __
A nice accent to a fancy dress - handmade is most expensive
Unfinished __ shelves, stools and more can be bought and fixed up
__ can be made out of wool, cotton or silk
Children and adults like making bracelets and jewelry from __
Use a cutting __ or mat so you don't damage your furniture
If you want to learn a new craft you can take a __
Spray, oil, and tempura are all types of this
Fabric commonly used in wedding gowns and prom dresses
Quilting, sewing and upholstery __ are sold in many craft stores
Use __ if you want to make a warm blanket or jacket
Have your piece of artwork professionally __ or do it yourself
__ board can be used for a school project or signs
They used to be a necessity to keep warm, now they can be art
You can use scissors or a __ blade to cut fabric
For the holidays you can make a __ for your front door
Jazz up a shirt with fancy or decorative __
You can make your own __ to save money or show your style
Fake or dried __ can make pretty, long lasting arrangements
The diameter of your knitting __ is a factor in the size of your project
Many new brides are making their own __ dresses
Make sweaters, scarves, hats and more by __
Simplicity, McCall's, and Butterick make clothing and costume __
Looking for ideas? Check out all the craft and hobby __
Doll house builders decorate with __ furniture
__ __ patterns often have color coded directions
With a little time and effort you can make your own home __
Popular hobby that makes use of photos, articles and embellishments
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